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We consider the problem of finding a characterization for polynomial
time computable queries on finite structures in terms of logical
definability. It is well known that fixpoint logic provides such a charac-
terization in the presence of a built-in linear order, but without linear
order even very simple polynomial time queries involving counting are
not expressible in fixpoint logic. Our approach to the problem is based
on generalized quantifiers. A generalized quantifier is n-ary if it binds
any number of formulas, but at most n variables in each formula. We
prove that, for each natural number n, there is a query on finite struc-
tures which is expressible in fixpoint logic, but not in the extension of
first-order logic by any set of n-ary quantifiers. It follows that the
expressive power of fixpoint logic cannot be captured by adding finitely
many quantifiers to first-order logic. Furthermore, we prove that, for
each natural number n, there is a polynomial time computable query
which is not definable in any extension of fixpoint logic by n-ary quan-
tifiers. In particular, this rules out the possibility of characterizing
PTIME in terms of definability in fixpoint logic extended by a finite set
of generalized quantifiers. ] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the expressive power of first-order
logic, FO, on finite structures is rather limited. This is due
to the fact that FO is unable to express any queries requir-
ing non-trivial recursion. For example, there is no first-
order formula defining the transitive closure of a binary
relation uniformly on all finite structures. Thus, it is natural
that researchers of finite model theory and database theory
have studied extensions of first-order logic which are strong
enough to capture such recursive queries, but, unlike
second-order logic, still remain inside the computationally
feasible region of PTIME.
There are several alternative ways of enhancing the
expressive power of first-order logic. Least fixpoint logic,
LFP, is obtained by incorporating a recursion mechanism
into FO via least fixpoints of positive formulas. This logic
was first studied by Moschovakis (1974) under the name
inductive definability in the context of fixed infinite struc-
tures. Later Chandra and Harel (1982) brought LFP into
the attention of computer scientists as a language for finite
structures. In the context of finite model theory, LFP is
perhaps the most successful extension of FO discovered so
far. Immerman (1986) and Vardi (1982) proved that, in the
presence of a built-in linear order, LFP captures PTIME,
i.e., any query on finite structures which contain a linear
order as one of their basic relations, is definable by a for-
mula of LFP if and only if it is computable in polynomial
time.
The theorem of Immerman and Vardi cited above is one
of the cornerstones of descriptive complexity theory, an area
of research that studies the connections between computa-
tional complexity and logical definability. The study of
descriptive complexity theory was initiated by Fagin (1974),
who proved that NP consists of exactly those problems that
are definable by existential second-order sentences. After
this pioneering result of Fagin, similar characterizations in
terms of definability in various logics have been proved for
all the basic complexity classes, including LOGSPACE
(Immerman, 1987), PTIME (Immerman, 1986, and Vardi,
1982), and PSPACE (Vardi, 1982).
One of the most intriguing open problems in descriptive
complexity theory is whether there exists a reasonable logic
that would capture exactly the PTIME computable queries
on finite structures. As noted above, this problem was
already solved by Immerman and Vardi on the class of finite
structures with built-in linear order. However, the presence
of linear order is necessary for their theorem to hold, since
on the class of all finite (unordered) structures even very
simple PTIME computable queries involving counting are
not expressible in LFP. The general problem of finding a
logical characterization for PTIME was first posed by
Chandra and Harel (1982) in a slightly different form, and
it has been considered by Immerman (1986) and Gurevich
(1988), among others. Gurevich (1988) also gave a precise
definition for the phrase ‘‘L is a logic which captures
PTIME’’ and conjectured that no such logic exists.
The simplest way of extending first-order logic, while
maintaining its usual closure properties, is to add
generalized quantifiers corresponding to undefinable
properties of structures. The notion of generalized quantifier
was introduced by Mostowski (1957), who considered
extensions of first-order logic by cardinality quantifiers like
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‘‘there exist infinitely many’’ and ‘‘there exist uncountably
many.’’ Lindstro m (1966) gave a more general definition for
generalized quantifiers. According to Lindstro m, any
property of structures over some fixed finite vocabulary can
be taken as the interpretation of a quantifier. For example,
the Ramsey quantifier Qnx1 } } } xn.(x1 , ..., xn) has the inter-
pretation ‘‘there is an infinite set P such that .(a1 , ..., an)
holds for all distinct elements a1 , ..., an of P’’, and the Ha rtig
quantifier Ix, y(.(x), ( y)) is interpreted as ‘‘the number of
elements satisfying . is equal to the number of elements
satisfying .’’ Thus, a quantifier can bind several variables in
one formula and also variables in several formulas
simultaneously. We say that a quantifier Q is n-ary if it binds
at most n variables in each formula it binds.
Generalized quantifiers offer one possible approach to the
problem of logical characterization of PTIME: one can try
to find some effectively described set of polynomial time
computable quantifiers such that the corresponding exten-
sion of first-order logic or fixpoint logic captures PTIME.
With this purpose in mind, we study in this paper logics of
the form FO(Q) and IFP(Q), where Q is a set of quantifiers
expressing properties of finite structures. Here we use
inflationary fixpoint logic, IFP, as a base logic rather
than LFP, since least fixpoint logic can be extended by
generalized quantifiers only when all quantifiers considered
are monotone. We will in particular consider the possibility
of characterizing PTIME by FO(Q) or IFP(Q) for some
finite set Q of quantifiers.
Unary generalized quantifiers have already been con-
sidered in connection with the problem of capturing
PTIME by a logic. Immerman (1986) suggested adding
counting quantifiers ‘‘there are at least n’’ to fixpoint logic,
and extending structures with an extra sort consisting of an
initial segment of natural numbers, as a possible solution to
the problem. However, Cai et al. (1992) proved that this
fixpoint logic with counting does not even capture all
LOGSPACE computable queries on finite graphs. Kolaitis
and Va a na nen (1995) give other examples of natural
PTIME computable queries which are not definable in the
extension of fixpoint logic by all unary quantifiers binding
only one formula.
As the main result of this paper we will prove two
hierarchy theorems for PTIME in terms of arity of
generalized quantifiers. First, we show that, for each natural
number n, there exists a query which is definable in LFP,
but not in FO(Q) for any set Q of n-ary quantifiers. Conse-
quently, there cannot exist a finite set Q of quantifiers such
that FO(Q) has the same expressive power as LFP on finite
structures. In fact, the queries which we use in our coun-
terexamples are computable already in the database query
language DATALOG, whose programs consist of function-
free Horn clauses. Thus, no extension of first-order logic by
a finite number of generalized quantifiers captures all
DATALOG computable queries.
In our second main result we prove that, for each natural
number n, there is a PTIME computable query which is not
definable in IFP(Q) for any set Q of n-ary quantifiers. In
particular, this rules out the possibility of capturing PTIME
by a logic obtained by adding a finite number of quantifiers
to fixpoint logic. Since the counting quantifiers are unary,
our theorem generalizes the above mentioned result of Cai
et al. (1992).
Both of these hierarchy theorems are based on
EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse games characterizing equivalence of
structures with respect to the class Qn of all n-ary quan-
tifiers. In Hella (1989), we defined EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse
games which provide necessary and sufficient conditions for
equivalence in the infinitary logic L|(Qn) with all n-ary
quantifiers; in the present paper we use these games of Hella
(1989) for proving that two finite structures are FO(Qn)-
equivalent up to a given quantifier rank. Furthermore, we
introduce here new EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse games that charac-
terize equivalence with respect to Lk|(Qn), where L
k
| is
the k-variable logic, i.e., the sublogic of the usual infinitary
logic L| consisting of formulas which contain at most k
distinct variables. It is well known that all queries definable
in fixpoint logic (or even in partial fixpoint logic) are
expressible in the finite variable logic L||=k # | L
k
|
(see Kolaitis and Vardi, 1992a). This inclusion remains
valid in the presence of additional quantifiers. Hence, in
order to prove that a query q is not definable in IFP(Qn), it
suffices to show that q is not definable in L||(Qn).
The paper is organized as follows. We start in Section 2
by recalling some basic notions concerning logics and
queries, and discussing the problem of capturing PTIME by
a logic. In Sections 3 and 4, we give precise definitions for
generalized quantifiers and logics of the form FO(Q),
IFP(Q) and Lk|(Q). Section 5 is devoted to the Ehren-
feuchtFra@ sse games characterizing equivalence with
respect to n-ary quantifiers. In Section 6, we introduce cer-
tain ‘‘building block’’ structures which we then use in the
next two sections for constructing non-isomorphic struc-
tures which cannot be distinguished by n-ary quantifiers.
Sections 7 and 8 contain our hierarchy theorems for LFP
and PTIME, respectively. Finally, we conclude the paper in
Section 9 by considering some problems that are left open in
this paper.
Our notation is fairly standard. For example, if A is a set,
its cardinality is denoted by |A|. The domain of a function
f is denoted by dom( f ), and the range of f is denoted by
rng( f ). Furthermore, we write f  A for the restriction of f
to A. The set of natural numbers is denoted by |.
We will occasionally identify tuples with the sets of
their components. For example, if f is a function and
a=(a1 , ..., an), we can write f  a instead of the correct
notation f  [a1 , ..., an]. Also, we use the shorthand nota-
tion fa for the tuple ( f (a1), ..., f (an)). The concatenation of
tuples a and b is denoted by a b.
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2. BACKGROUND
In this paper, all vocabularies are assumed to be rela-
tional and finite. Thus, a vocabulary { is a finite sequence
(R1 , ..., Rk) of relation symbols, where each Ri has a fixed
arity denoted by ar(Ri). A {-structure A=(A, RA1 , ..., R
A
k )
consists of a non-empty set A, the universe of A, and rela-
tions RAi A
ni, where ni=ar(Ri) for 1ik. Since we are
mainly concerned with finite model theory, structures are
assumed to be finite, unless otherwise stated.
A logic (on finite structures) L consists of a mapping that
assigns a set L[{] of formulas to each vocabulary {, and
satisfaction relation <L between (finite) structures (with
interpretations of possible free variables) and formulas. For
a formal definition of the notion of logic we refer to the
article of Ebbinghaus (1985); the notion of logic on finite
structures was introduced by Kolaitis and Va a na nen
(1995). We say that a logic is concrete if it is defined via
explicit rules for formula formation and matching rules for
semantics. Most of the logics we are going to study in this
paper are concrete.
Let A be a {-structure and .(x), x=(x1 , ..., xn), a formula
in L[{]. We write (A, a)<L .(x) if a=(a1 , ..., an) is a
tuple of elements of A such that A satisfies .(x) for the inter-
pretation assigning the element ai for the variable xi for each
1in. The subscript L is usually clear from the context
and hence omitted. As usually, displaying a formula in the
form . = .(x) means that all variables having free
occurrences in . are in the tuple x, and the variables in x
are distinct. Formulas with no free variables are called
sentences.
If .(x, y) is a formula in L[{] with x=(x1 , ..., xn) and
y=( y1 , ..., ym), A is a {-structure, and a=(a1 , ..., an) is a
tuple of elements of A, then we denote by .A(a, } ) the
relation defined by .(x, y) with parameters a in A, i.e.,
.A(a, } )=[b # Am | (A, a, b)<.(x, y)].
If there are no parameters (i.e., n=0) we write just .A
instead of .A( } ).
Let k be a positive integer and { a vocabulary. Any
isomorphism preserving mapping q that associates a k-ary
relation q(A)Ak for each {-structure A is called a k-ary
query on {-structures. Here q is isomorphism preserving if it
satisfies the condition:
v if f : A  B is an isomorphism, then f is also an
isomorphism (A, q(A))  (B, q(B)).
A Boolean query on {-structures is a mapping q from
{-structures to the set [0, 1] such that q(A)=q(B) when-
ever A and B are isomorphic; we shall often identify q with
the class [A | q(A)=1] of {-structures.
We say that a k-ary query q on {-structures is definable in
a logic L if there is a formula .(x1 , ..., xk) # L[{] such that
q(A)=.A for every {-structure A. Similarly, a Boolean
query q on {-structures is definable in L if there is a sen-
tence . # L[{] such that q(A)=1 if and only if A<.. Note
that the satisfaction relation of any logic L is invariant
under isomorphisms, whence the mapping q(A)=.A is a
query for every formula ..
Let A and B be structures of a common vocabulary { and
L a logic. We say that A and B are L-equivalent, in symbols
A#B(L), if they satisfy exactly the same sentences of
L[{]. In other words, A#B(L) if and only if q(A)=q(B)
for every Boolean query q on {-structures that is definable
in L. Furthermore, we write (A, a) #(B, b)(L) if a # Ak,
b # Bk and a # .A  b # . B for every formula . # L[{].
If L and L$ are logics, their expressive powers on the
class F of all finite structures can be compared in the
following standard way: L$ is (semantically) at least as
strong as L, LF L$, if every query definable in L is also
definable in L$. The logics L and L$ are (semantically)
equivalent, L#F L$, if both LF L$ and L$F L.
More generally, we can compare the expressive powers of
logics on restricted classes of finite structures. If KF and
q is a query on {-structures, we denote by q  K the restric-
tion of q to the class of those {-structures which are in K.
We write LK L$ if for every query q definable in L there
is a query q$ definable in L$ such that q  K=q$  K, and
L#K L$ if both LK L$ and L$K L. The case in
which K is the class O of ordered finite structures is of
particular interest. Here we say that a finite structure A of
vocabulary (R1 , ..., Rk) is ordered if RA1 is a linear order of
the universe A of A.
Thus, from semantical point of view, a logic L on finite
structures can be identified with the class of queries
definable in L. Similarly, we will also identify complexity
classes with corresponding query languages. This makes it is
possible to compare the expressive power of a logic and of
a complexity class to each other. For example, the statement
LF PTIME means that all queries definable in L are
computable by polynomial time Turing machines.
Let COMP be a complexity class, L a logic and K a
class of finite structures. If L#K COMP, we say that L
captures COMP on K; in the case K=F, we just say that
L captures COMP.
Capturing complexity classes by various logics is the cen-
tral theme of descriptive complexity theory. A canonical,
and historically the first, example of such a result is Fagin’s
theorem, according to which NP is captured by existential
second order logic:
2.1. Theorem (Fagin, 1974). 711#F NP.
After this pioneering result of Fagin, practically all major
complexity classes have been given characterizations in
terms of expressibility in more or less natural logics.
However, all known logical characterizations of complexity
classes below NP require the presence of linear order; i.e.,
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they hold on the class O of ordered finite structures, but fail
on the class F of all finite structures. In particular, this is
true for the theorem of Immerman (1986) and Vardi (1982)
stating that PTIME is captured by fixpoint logic.
One of the most intriguing open problems in finite model
theory is whether there exists a reasonable logic capturing
PTIME on the class of all finite structures. This question
was raised by Chandra and Harel (1982) in the form ‘‘Does
there exist an effective enumeration of the PTIME com-
putable queries?,’’ and it has been widely discussed in
Gurevich (1988) and Immerman (1986), among others.
It should be remarked that the problem of existence of a
logic characterizing PTIME, as stated above, is vague,
unless the word ‘‘reasonable’’ is given some precise meaning.
If any abstract logic on finite structures is considered to be
reasonable, then it is trivial to give a positive solution to the
problem. Indeed, any collection C of queries gives rise to a
logic L on finite structures in the following way: For each
vocabulary {, let L[{] be the set of all expressions q(x) (q,
respectively), where q # C is a k-ary query (Boolean query,
respectively) on {-structures and x is a k-tuple of distinct
variables. The satisfaction relation is then given by the
rules: (A, a)<q(x)  a # q(A) for each k-ary q # C, and
A<q  q(A)=1 for Boolean q # C. It is now obvious that
L#F C. Since PTIME is closed under Boolean operations,
first-order quantification and compositions, in the case
C=PTIME we could even close L with respect to the usual
formula formation rules of first-order logic in order to make
it look more like a real logic.
However, it is clear that the logic L constructed as above
for C=PTIME is not reasonable in the intuitive meaning of
the word, because we do not know any effective description
for its syntax and semantics. Indeed, any reasonable logic
capturing a complexity class should be effective in the sense
that it satisfies the following two requirements:
(1) For each vocabulary {, the set L[{] of formulas is
recursive.
(2) For each vocabulary {, there is a Turing machine M
which, given any L[{]-formula . and any {-structure A as
input, computes the relation .A.
We say that L is computable, if it satisfies these effectivity
conditions.
It can still be argued that being computable is not enough
for a logic L capturing some complexity class COMP to be
reasonable. While condition (2) implies that, for any for-
mula . of L, we can effectively find a Turing machine which
computes the query defined by ., it does not necessarily give
us Turing machines witnessing that all queries definable in
L are computable in COMP. In fact, Gurevich (1988)
proposed a stronger interpretation for the phrase ‘‘L is a
reasonable logic capturing PTIME’’ which amounts to
requiring, in addition to computability, the following
strengthening of condition (2):
(3) For each vocabulary {, there is a Turing machine M
which, given any L[{]-formula . as input, outputs another
Turing machine M. and a polynomial P such that M. com-
putes the query q(A)=.A on {-structures in time bounded
by P( |A| ).
Accordingly, we say that L is a Gurevich logic if it is com-
putable and satisfies the condition (3) above.
The problem of existence of a reasonable logic capturing
PTIME can now be restated as a precise mathematical
question:
2.2. Question. Does there exist a Gurevich logic cap-
turing PTIME?
Gurevich (1988) conjectured that the answer to this
question is ‘‘no.’’
In the present paper we study the possibility of solving
Question 2.2 in terms of generalized quantifiers. As a partial
result towards Gurevich’s conjecture we prove that there
does not exist a finite set Q of generalized quantifiers such
that first-order logic, or even fixpoint logic, extended by the
quantifiers in Q would capture PTIME.
It should be remarked that proving Gurevich’s conjecture
would imply a major breakthrough in complexity theory: If
there is a polynomial time algorithm for canonizing finite
structures (i.e., an algorithm that given a structure A returns
a linear order < of A such that the isomorphism type of
(A, <) depends only on the isomorphism type of A), then
combining this algorithm with least fixpoint logic yields a
Gurevich logic for PTIME. Hence, a negative answer to
Question 2.2 would imply that PTIME is not equal to NP.
3. GENERALIZED QUANTIFIERS
In this section, we will review the notion of generalized
quantifier in the sense of Lindstro m (1966). Since our results
concern descriptive complexity theory, we will pay par-
ticular attention to quantifiers expressing computable
properties of finite structures.
Generalized quantifiers provide a minimal way of extend-
ing the expressive power of logics. For example, if q is a
Boolean query which is not definable in first-order logic,
FO, then the easiest way of making q definable is to add the
associated generalized quantifier Qq to FO. The logic
FO(Qq) obtained this way is the least extension of FO in
which q is definable and which is closed under the usual
first-order operations and under substituting formulas for
relation symbols.
3.1. Definition. The syntax of FO(Qq). Assume that
{=(R1 , ..., Rk) is a vocabulary where ar(Ri )=ni for
1ik, and q is a Boolean query on {-structures. For each
vocabulary _, FO(Qq)[_] is the smallest set that contains
all atomic _-formulas and is closed under negations c.,
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disjunctions . 6 , conjunctions . 7 , existential quan-
tification _x., universal quantification \x., and the addi-
tional rule
v if 1 , ..., k # FO(Qq)[_] and x i is an ni-tuple of dis-
tinct variables for each 1ik, then Qqx1 , ..., xk(1 , ..., k)
# FO(Qq)[_].
Thus, from the syntactical point of view the quantifier Qq
is an operator that binds k formulas together, and ni
variables in the i th formula. The free and bound variables of
.=Qqx1 , ..., xk(1 , ..., k) are defined in the natural way: if
x is in the tuple xi , then all free occurrences of it in i are
bound by Qqx1 , ..., xk . Note that x can nevertheless remain
a free variable in ., since the other formulas j , j{i, are not
in the scope of the quantification over xi . For example, if
k=2 and n1=n2=1, then both x and y are free variables of
the formula Qqx, y(R(x, y), S(x, y)): the occurrence of x in
R(x, y) is bound, but the occurrence in S(x, y) is free (and
similarly for y).
3.2. Definition. The semantics of FO(Qq). The satis-
faction relation between _-structures and FO(Qq)[_]-
formulas is defined in the usual way with the following
special clause for the quantifier Qq
v Let .(x) = Qq y1 , ..., yk(1(x1 , y1), ..., k(xk , yk)).
Then (A, a)<.(x) if and only if q(B)=1, where
B=(A, A1 (a1 , } ), ..., 
A
k (ak , } )) .
Here x is a (non-repeating) list of all variables in the tuples
x1 , ..., xk and a is the corresponding list of the parameters in
a1 , ..., ak .
Thinking in computational terms, generalized quanti-
fiers are used like oracles: to evaluate the formula
Qq y1 , ..., yk(1 , ..., k) one first computes the relations
defined by the formulas i , and then asks the oracle whether
the structure formed from these relations is in the query q.
The analogy between generalized quantifiers and oracles
was first studied by Gra del (1990). Makowsky and Pnueli
(1994, 1995) proved that, in the presence of linear order and
with a suitable choice of the model of oracle computation,
this analogy can be turned to an exact correspondence
between logics with generalized quantifiers and complexity
classes with oracles. Quite recently Gottlob (1995) charac-
terized those complexity classes COMP for which FO(Q)
captures LOGSPACE with oracles in COMP (under the
usual LadnerLynch model of oracle computation) when-
ever all problems in COMP are reducible to quantifiers in
Q via first-order formulas.
We can also define the extension of FO by a set Q of
generalized quantifiers, FO(Q), just by adding the formula
formation rules and semantic rules for each quantifier Q # Q
simultaneously to the rules of first-order logic. More
generally, if L is a concrete logic such that the rules for
formula formation do not have any restrictions, then logics
of the form L(Q) and L(Q) can usually be defined in the
same way without any problems. (Restrictions in syntax
may cause problems; see the discussion on LFP(Q) in the
next section.)
If Q=Qq and Q$=Qq$ are generalized quantifiers, it is
natural to compare their expressive powers. We say that Q
is definable by Q$ if the defining class q of Q is definable in
the logic FO(Q$), i.e., if there is an FO(Q$)[{]-sentence .
such that q=[A | A<.]. If this is the case, then actually
FO(Q)F FO(Q$). Indeed, if %=Qqy1 , ..., yk(1 , ..., k) is
a formula of FO(Q), then the formula obtained from . by
substituting the formulas i for the corresponding relation
symbols in the vocabulary of q is equivalent to % and con-
tains one occurrence of Qq less. Hence, by simple induction
we obtain a formula of FO(Q$) defining the same query
as %.
Quantifiers can also be classified purely syntactically
according to their variable binding pattern. Let Qq be a
generalized quantifier, where q is a Boolean query on
{-structures. We say that Qq is of type (n1 , ..., nk) if
{=(R1 , ..., Rk) and ar(Ri)=ni for 1ik. The arity of
Qq is ar(Qq)=max[n1 , ..., nk], and we say that Qq is n-ary
if ar(Qq)n. Furthermore, Qq is simple if k=1, i.e., if Qq
binds only one formula. For each natural number n, we
reserve the special notation Qn for the set of all n-ary quan-
tifiers on finite structures.
We give below some examples of quantifiers expressing
natural computable properties of finite structures. Many of
these quantifiers have already been studied in the literature.
3.3. Examples. (a) Counting quantifiers. For each
natural number m, let qm be the class of all finite structures
(A, P) such that PA has at least m elements. The count-
ing quantifier Qq m is usually written more intuitively as _
m.
These quantifiers may appear trivial since they are easily
definable in first-order logic. However, the first-order defini-
tion of qm requires quantification over at least m distinct
variables, whereas _m binds only one variable. This makes
a dramatic difference in contexts where the number of
distinct variables is restricted.
(b) Ha rtig and Rescher quantifiers. Let I be the quan-
tifier which is determined by the class q of all structures
(A, P, S) such that P, SA and |P|=|S|. Then I is a
quantifier of type (1, 1) , and it is called the Ha rtig quan-
tifier. The Rescher quantifier R is defined similarly, except
that the condition |P|=|S| is replaced with |P||S|.
(c) Graph quantifiers. Any property of finite graphs
gives rise to a simple binary quantifier. For example, the
PTIME computable property of being connected and the
NP-complete property of being 3-colorable are captured by
the quantifiers Qq and Qq$ , where q is simply the class of all
finite connected graphs and q$ is the class of all finite
3-colorable graphs, respectively.
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(d) Ramsey quantifiers. For each function f : |  |, let
Qf be the quantifier defined by the class of all finite struc-
tures (A, P) with PA and |P|f ( |A| ). The nth Ramsey-
fication of Qf , denoted by Qnf , is obtained by changing
the arity of P from 1 to n, and requiring that there is a
homogeneous set SA for P with at least f ( |A| ) elements;
i.e., A<Qnf x1 , ..., xnR(x1 , ..., xn) if and only if there exists
SA such that |S|f ( |A| ) and (a1 , ..., an) # RA for any
distinct elements a1 , ..., an # S.
(e) Henkin quantifier. The Henkin quantifier H corre-




of first-order quantifiers. Thus, the interpretation of H is the
class q of all structures (A, R) such that RA4 and there
exist functions f, g: A  A such that (a, f (a), b, g(b)) # R
for all a, b # A. More generally, for all natural numbers
n1 and k2, we denote by H nk the quantifier arising from
the partially ordered prefix with k rows and n universal
quantifiers preceding one existential quantifier on each
row. Thus, H nk is the simple (n+1) k-ary quantifier defined
by the class of all structures (A, R) with RA(n+1)k and
satisfying the condition: there are functions f1 , ..., fk :
An  A such that (a1 , f1(a1), ..., ak , fk(ak)) # R for all
a1 , ..., ak # An. We use the notation H for the set of all
Henkin quantifiers.
Partially ordered prefixes were introduced by Henkin
(1961), and later Walkoe (1970) proved that they are all
definable in the logic FO(H). Blass and Gurevich (1986)
studied computational aspects of Henkin quantifiers and
so-called narrow Henkin quantifiers which are obtained by
replacing (some of) the existential quantifications over the
universe with existential quantification over a Boolean
variable. They proved that all these quantifiers, except the
narrow Henkin quantifiers with only two rows, are capable
of expressing NP-complete problems. Moreover, as Blass
and Gurevich pointed out, the fragment of FO(H) con-
sisting of sentences of the form H nkx .(x), where .(x) is
quantifier-free, captures exactly the class of NP-computable
(Boolean) queries. This is a direct consequence of Fagin’s
Theorem 2.1 and the result of Walkoe (1970) that the
fragment defined above has the same expressive power as 711
on the class of all (finite and infinite) structures.
Generalized quantifiers give us a direct way of making
Boolean queries definable in a small extension of a given
logic, but what about k-ary queries for k1? In principle it
is possible to extend the notion of quantifier to the case of
non-Boolean queries. In fact, all the transitive closure
operators DTC (deterministic transitive closure), TC
(transitive closure), and ATC (alternating transitive
closure) introduced by Immerman (1987) can be seen as
instances of such an extended definition.
However, restricting to Boolean queries in the defini-
tion of quantifier does not cause any loss of generality.
If q is a k-ary query on {-structures, then q is definable
in the logic FO(Qq$), where q$ is the Boolean query on
{(X1 , ..., Xk)-structures, ar(X1)= } } } =ar(Xk)=1, such
that q$((A, S1 , ..., Sk) )=1 if and only if S1_ } } } _Sk 
q(A).1 On the other hand, q$ is clearly definable in any logic
which is able to define q and is closed under first-order
operations. In particular, the extension of first-order logic
by the various transitive closure operators can also be
defined in terms of generalized quantifiers.
Note also that the arity of the quantifier Qq$ above does
not depend on k; it is always equal to the maximum arity of
relation symbols in {. Hence, if all relation symbols in { are
at most n-ary, then all queries on {-structures are definable
in FO(Qn).
4. ADDING QUANTIFIERS TO FIXPOINT LOGICS
Let {=(R1 , ..., Rk) and _=(R1 , ..., Rk , X) be vocabu-
laries, and let .=.(X, x, y) be a formula of a vocabulary _,
where x=(x1 , ..., xm), y=( y1 , ..., yn) and X is n-ary. For
each {-structure A and each tuple a # Am of parameters,
. defines an operation 1 A, a. in the set of n-ary relations
of A:
v 1 A, a. (S)=[b # A
n | (A, S, a, b)<.(X, x, y)].
A relation SAn is a fixpoint of the operation 1 A, a. if
1 A, a. (S)=S. If in addition ST for all other fixpoints of
1 A, a. , then we say that S is the least fixpoint of 1
A, a
. .
A canonical way of looking for possible fixpoints of 1 A, a.
is to iterate it starting from the empty relation. Thus, we
define the stages 1 i, i # |, of 1 A, a. inductively as follows:
v 1 0=<,
v 1 i+1=1 A, a. (1
i).
Since, by our general assumption, the structure A is finite,
either there is some j for which 1 j is a fixpoint of 1 A, a. , or
else the sequence 1 0, 1 1, ... of stages is periodic: there exist
j and p>1 such that 1 i=1 i+p for all ij. In the former
case we say that 1 j is the inductive fixpoint of 1 A, a. , and we
denote it by 1 .





whenever STAn, and it is inflationary if S1 A, a. (S)
for all SAn. It is easy to see that if 1 A, a. is monotone or
inflationary, then the sequence of stages is increasing:
1 i1 i+1 for all i # |. Consequently, the inductive fixpoint
1  exists for all monotone and inflationary operations
1 A, a. , and in fact, 1
=1 j for some j|A|n. Moreover, if
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1 A, a. is monotone, then 1
 is the least fixpoint of 1 A, a. ; this
is not true in general for inflationary operations 1 A, a. .
It is an undecidable problem to tell if a first-order formula
. has the property that 1 A, a. is monotone for every A and
a. But fortunately there is a simple syntactic condition
which guarantees monotonicity. An occurrence of the rela-
tion symbol X in the formula . is positive if it is in the scope
of an even number of negations, and . is positive in X if
every occurrence of it in . is positive. Least fixpoint logic,
LFP, is the extension of first-order logic obtained by closing
under least fixpoints of positive formulas.
4.1. Definition. The syntax of LFP. The sets LFP[{]
of formulas are defined by simultaneous induction for all
vocabularies {. First of all, each LFP[{] contains all atomic
{-formulas. Secondly, each LFP[{] is closed under nega-
tions c., disjunctions . 6 , conjunctions . 7 , existen-
tial quantification _x., and universal quantification \x..
Finally, for {=(R1 , ..., Rk) and _=(R1 , ..., Rk , X) with
ar(X )=n, we have the additional rule
v if . # LFP[_] is positive in X, and y and z are n-tuples
of variables, then (LFPX, y .)[z] # LFP[{].
Here the fixpoint operator LFPX, y binds the variables in y
(and the relation symbol X ), whereas the occurrences of
variables in the tuple z are free.
4.2. Definition. The semantics of LFP. The satisfac-
tion relation between {-structures and LFP[{]-formulas is
defined as usually with the following special rule for the
fixpoint operator LFP
v (A, a, b)<(LFPX, y .(X, x, y))[z] if and only if the
tuple b # An is in the least fixpoint 1  of 1 A, a. .
From the point of view of descriptive complexity theory,
least fixpoint logic is one of the most successful extensions
of first-order logic introduced so far. Indeed, by the well-
known result due to Immerman and Vardi, LFP captures
PTIME on ordered finite structures.
4.3. Theorem (Immerman, 1986; Vardi, 1982). LFP#O
PTIME.
On the other hand, it is well known that LFP falls badly
short of capturing PTIME on the class of all finite struc-
tures. For example, the query qe defined by
qe(A)=1  A has an even number of elements,
is not definable in LFP, as observed by Chandra and Harel
(1982). A simple solution to this problem would be to add
the generalized quantifier Qqe to fixpoint logic. More
generally, we would like to consider extensions of fixpoint
logic by other PTIME computable quantifiers in search for
a solution to Question 2.2.
However, the requirement of positivity in the crucial for-
mula formation rule causes a problem for the definition of
LFP(Q). While the notion of positive occurrences of
relation symbols extends without changes to formulas con-
taining quantifiers Qq # Q, positivity does not anymore
imply monotonicity, unless all the quantifiers Qq # Q are
monotone. Here we say that a quantifier Qq of type
(n1 , ..., nk) is monotone if (A, R1 , ..., Rk) # q and Ri 
Si Ani, for 1ik, implies (A, S1 , ..., Sk) # q.
In the case of monotone quantifiers there are no dif-
ficulties in defining LFP(Q) (see Kolaitis and Va a na nen,
1995, Sect. 2.4). However, in order to avoid a loss of
generality, we do not want to restrict our attention to
monotone quantifiers. For our purposes, a better solution is
to replace LFP with another variant of fixpoint logic as a
base logic. Inflationary fixpoint logic, IFP, is defined in the
same way as LFP, except that the syntactical and semanti-
cal rules concerning the fixpoint operator LFP are replaced
with the following rules:
v if . # IFP[{(X)], where ar(X)=n, and y and z are
n-tuples of variables, then (IFPX, y .)[z] # IFP[{]; and
v (A, a, b)<(IFPX, y .(X, x, y))[z] if and only if the
tuple b # An is in the inductive fixpoint 1  of 1 A, a , where
=.(X, x, y) 6 X(y).
Note that the operation 1 A, a above is always inflationary,
and hence the inductive fixpoint 1  is guaranteed to exist.
In fact, this is true even if the formula . contains generalized
quantifiers. Thus, we can define the logic IFP(Q) for any
set Q of generalized quantifiers just by adding the formula
formation rules and semantic rules of FO(Q) and IFP
together.
Gurevich and Shelah (1986) proved that least fixpoint
logic and inflationary fixpoint logic have exactly the same
expressive power: a query is definable in LFP if and only if
it is definable in IFP. In particular, all IFP-definable queries
are polynomial time computable. This remains true even if
we add polynomial time computable quantifiers to IFP.
4.4. Proposition. If Q is a set of quantifiers such that
the defining class q is in PTIME for every Qq # Q, then
IFP(Q)F PTIME.
Proof. Note that if .=Qq x1 , ..., xk(1 , ..., k), where
q(A) is computable in time bounded by p( |A| ) and, for each
1ik, Ai is computable in time bounded by pi ( |A| ), then
.A is computable in time bounded by p1( |A| )+ } } } +
pk( |A| )+p( |A| ). Thus, the claim follows by a straight-
forward induction just like in the case of IFP without extra
quantifiers. K
Note that if the set Q in Proposition 4.4 is finite, then it
is not difficult to see that IFP(Q) is in fact a Gurevich logic;
the same is true also for FO(Q), of course.
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A third variant of fixpoint logic that has been extensively
studied in the literature is partial fixpoint logic, PFP. The
syntax of PFP is defined as that of IFP, except that the
inflationary fixpoint operator IFP is replaced with the
partial fixpoint operator PFP. The corresponding semantic
rule is
v (A, a, b)<(PFPX, y .(X, x, y))[z] if and only if the
inductive fixpoint 1  of 1 A, a. exists and b # 1
.
The sequence of stages of the operation 1 A, a. is not
increasing in general, and so the (straightforward) com-
putation of 1  may take exponential time. However, 1 
can always be computed in polynomial space, whence all
PFP-definable queries are in PSPACE. Moreover, in the
presence of linear order PFP captures PSPACE.
4.5. Theorem (Abiteboul and Vianu, 1991; Vardi, 1982).
PFP#O PSPACE.
As in the case of IFP, there are no problems for defining
the extension of PFP with a set Q of generalized quantifiers
in the natural way. Furthermore, we have the following
analogue of Proposition 4.4.
4.6. Proposition. If Q is a set of quantifiers such that
the defining class q is in PSPACE for every Qq # Q, then
PFP(Q)F PSPACE.
Let L| be the usual infinitary logic which is obtained
from first-order logic by allowing conjunctions and disjunc-
tions over arbitrary sets of formulas. For each natural num-
ber k, the k-variable logic, Lk| , consists of those formulas
of L| which contain at most k distinct variables (free or
bound). Without loss of expressive power we can assume
that all variables occurring in the formulas of Lk| are
among x1 , ..., xk . We denote by FOk the intersection of
Lk| and FO; i.e., FO
k is the set of first-order formulas with
variables among x1 , ..., xk . The finite variable logic, L|| , is
the union of the logics Lk| over k. In other words, L
|
|
is the restriction of L| to formulas with only finitely many
distinct variables occurring in them. We refer to Kolaitis
and Vardi (1992a) for a more detailed exposition of the
logics L|| and L
k
| .
Logics of the form FOk(Q), Lk|(Q) and L
|
|(Q) can
now be defined without difficulties in the natural way.
However, in two first cases we require that all quantifiers in
Q are k-ary, since quantification over a tuple of more than
k distinct variables does not make sense in the context of
k-variable logic.
The finite variable logic L|| has turned out to be a use-
ful tool in analyzing the expressive power of fixpoint logics
(see Kolaitis and Vardi, 1992a; Kolaitis and Vardi, 1992b;
and Dawar et al., 1995). This is due to two facts: First, all
variants of fixpoint logic are subsumed by L|| , so that
upper bounds for definability in L|| are automatically
upper bounds for definability in LFP, IFP, and PFP, too.
Secondly, the expressive power of L|| is completely
characterized by so-called pebble games (see Kolaitis and
Vardi, 1992a, Sect. 2.3). Our next aim is to show that the
finite variable logic with all n-ary quantifiers, L||(Qn), has
a similar role as a tool for analyzing the logics IFP(Qn) and
PFP(Qn).
We start by noting that, for any set Q of quantifiers,
IFP(Q) and PFP(Q) are subsumed by L||(Q). In the next
section we will then give a pebble game characterization for
the expressive power of the logic L||(Qn).




Proof. The claim IFP(Q)F PFP(Q) is obvious by the
definitions. The second claim is proved in the same way as
the analogous result without extra quantifiers (see Kolaitis
and Vardi, 1992a). K
5. EHRENFEUCHTFRAI SSE GAMES FOR
n-ARY QUANTIFIERS
The classification of generalized quantifiers according to
arity raises the question whether for each n there are (n+1)-
ary quantifiers which are not definable in terms of n-ary
quantifiers. Va a na nen (1986) proved that this is indeed the
case. Using the proof of Va a na nen as a starting point we
developed in Hella (1989) a fairly general method for
proving similar results. However, all examples obtained so
far are based on constructions of infinite non-isomorphic
structures which cannot be distinguished with n-ary quan-
tifiers; the infiniteness of the structures is an unavoidable
feature of these constructions (see, e.g., Hella, 1989, Model
Construction 3.1). In the present paper, we will show how to
obtain such structures of finite cardinality.
The main tool in Hella (1989) for proving that a class of
structures is not definable by n-ary quantifiers is a back-
and-forth characterization of equivalence with respect to the
infinitary logic L| extended by all n-ary quantifiers (Hella,
1989, Theorems 2.5 and 2.8). This back-and-forth charac-
terization is valid for structures of any cardinality, whence
we can use it freely in the context of finite model theory.
We will state the characterization here in terms of a corre-
sponding EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse game (Theorem 5.3).
Recall from Section 3 that the set of all n-ary quantifiers
on finite structures is denoted by Qn . We fix for this section
a vocabulary { and two finite {-structures A and B. Since
already A#B(FO) implies that A and B are isomorphic, we
have to consider proper fragments of L|(Qn) in order to
get useful back-and-forth characterizations. The classical
solution to this problem is to restrict the quantifier rank.
5.1. Definition. Let Q be a set of quantifiers. The quan-
tifier rank, qr(.), of a formula . of FO(Q) is defined by
induction in the usual way:
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v qr(.)=0 if . is atomic,
v qr(c.)=qr(.),
v qr(. 7 )=qr(. 6)=max[qr(.), qr()],
v qr(\x.)=qr(_x.)=qr(.)+1,
v qr(.) = max[qr(1), ..., qr(k)] + 1 if . = Qqx1 , ..., xk
(1 , ..., k) for some Qq # Q.
We use the notation (A, a) #mn (B, b) if a # A
k and
b # Bk are tuples such that the equivalence (A, a)<.(x) 
(B, b)<.(x) holds for every formula .(x) # FO(Qn)[{]
with qr(.)m. In the case k=0 we write A#mn B rather
than (A, <) #mn (B, <).
5.2. Definition. Let p be an injective function such that
dom( p)A and rng( p)B. We say that p preserves the
truth of a {-formula .(x) if, for any tuple a of elements of
dom( p), (A, a)<.(x) if and only if (B, pa)<.(x). The
function p is a partial isomorphism A  B if it preserves the
truth of all atomic {-formulas.
Note that the empty function < is always a partial
isomorphism, since by our assumption on vocabularies
there are no atomic sentences.
Let a = (a1 , ..., ak) # Ak and b = (b1 , ..., bk) # Bk. The
n-bijective EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse game of length m for (A, a)
and (B, b) is played between two players, I and II. The
game has m rounds, and in each round i player II chooses
a bijection fi : A  B and player I answers by choosing a
subset DiA with |Di |n. The outcome of the game is the
relation
p=p0 _ ( f1  D1) _ } } } _ ( fm  Dm),
where p0=[(a1 , b1), ..., (ak , bk)]. Player II wins the game if
p is a partial isomorphism A  B; player I wins if this is not
the case.
We denote this game by BEF mn (A, a, B, b). If k=0, we
write BEF mn (A, B) instead of BEF
m
n (A, <, B, <).
The notion of winning strategy is defined in the usual way:
player I (player II) has a winning strategy in the game
BEF mn (A, a, B, b) if he has a systematic way of choosing the
sets Di (the bijections fi) such that using it he is guaranteed
to win. It is clear that BEF mn (A, a, B, b) is a determined
game; i.e., exactly one of the players has a winning strategy.
In Hella (1989) we proved that the game BEF mn charac-
terizes the equivalence of (arbitrary) structures up to
quantifier rank m in the logic L|(Qn*), where Qn* is the
family of all n-ary quantifiers Q with no restriction on the
cardinality of the type of Q. In the case of finite structures
infinitary connectives and quantifers of infinite types are not
actually needed (this can be seen from the proof of Theorem
2.5 in Hella, 1989). Thus, we have
5.3. Theorem. (A, a)#mn (B, b) if and only if player II
has a winning strategy in the game BEF mn (A, a, B, b).
Theorem 5.3 provides us with a method for proving that
a given query is not definable in the logic FO(Qn).
5.4. Corollary. Let q be a Boolean query (k-ary query,
respectively) on _-structures. If for each natural number m
there are _-structures C and D (and k-tuples c and d, resp.)
such that
(i) player II has a winning strategy in the game
BEF mn (C, D) (BEF
m
n (C, c, D, d), resp.),
(ii) q(C)=1 (c # q(C), resp.), and
(iii) q(D)=0 (d  q(D), resp.),
then q is not definable in FO(Qn).
Proof. If q is defined by a sentence . # FO(Qn)[_] with
qr(.)=m, then C#mn D implies that q(C)=q(D). Hence,
there cannot exist structures C and D satisfying conditions
(i)(iii) above. The case of k-ary q is proved similarly. K
We are also going to need EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse game
characterizations for the logics Lk|(Qn). For this purpose
we will next elaborate the back-and-forth systems of Hella
(1989) by taking the bound k for the number of distinct
variables into account.
We use the notation Partk(A, B) for the set of all partial
isomorphisms p: A  B such that | p|k. Partial isomor-
phisms preserving the truth of Lk|(Qn)-formulas are of
specific interest to us.
5.5. Definition. For each natural number k, let Jk(A, B)
be the set of all p # Partk(A, B) which preserve the truth of
all Lk|(Qn)[{]-formulas. Furthermore, let K
k(A, B) be
the set of all p # Partk(A, B) preserving the truth of all
FOk(Qn)[{]-formulas.
It is clear that Jk(A, B) is a subset of Kk(A, B); we will
soon show that these sets are in fact identical.
5.6. Definition. The sequence (I km(A, B))m # | of canoni-
cal k-variable n-bijective back-and-forth sets for A and B is
defined recursively as follows:
(i) I k0(A, B)=Part
k(A, B),
(ii) I km+1(A, B) is the set of all p # I
k
m(A, B) for which
there exists a bijection f : A  B such that ( p  C) _
( f  D) # I km(A, B) whenever Cdom( p), DA, |D|n,
and |C _ D|k.
The canonical k-variable n-bijective back-and-forth system
for A and B is Ik(A, B)=m # | I km(A, B).
Since the structures A and B are finite, and I k0(A, B)$
I k1(A, B)$ } } } by definition, there is an integer m such that
I km(A, B)=I
k
m+1(A, B). Hence, actually I
k(A, B)=I km(A, B)
for this m, and so Ik(A, B) satisfies the bijective extension
condition:
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(BE) for each p # Ik(A, B) there is a bijection f : A  B
such that ( p  C) _ ( f  D) # Ik(A, B) whenever C
dom( p), DA, |D|n, and |C _ D|k.
It is not difficult to see that Ik(A, B) is in fact the largest sub-
set of Partk(A, B) satisfying (BE).
5.7. Lemma. Ik(A, B)=Jk(A, B)=Kk(A, B).
Proof. We have already observed that Jk(A, B)
Kk(A, B). Hence, it suffices to prove here the inclusions
Ik(A, B)Jk(A, B) and Kk(A, B)Ik(A, B).
Let .(x) be an Lk|(Qn)-formula. We prove by induc-
tion on . that every p # Ik(A, B) preserves the truth of ..
If . is an atomic formula, the claim is true since
Ik(A, B)Partk(A, B). The induction steps for the connec-
tives c,  and  are trivial. Consider then the case
.(x)=Qqy1 , ..., yl (1(x1 , y1), ..., l (x l , y l)),
for some Qq # Qn of type (n1 , ..., nl). (The first-order quan-
tifiers \ and _ are contained in Qn , whence there is no need
to consider them separately.) To prove the claim for .,
assume that p # Ik(A, B) and a is a tuple of elements of
dom( p). For 1il, denote by ai the subtuple of a corre-
sponding to the variables in xi . Let f : A  B be a bijection
satisfying the condition (BE) for p. Now for each i and
b # Ani, |b|nin and |ai _ b||xi _ y i |k, and so
( p  ai) _ ( f  b) # Ik(A, B). By induction hypothesis,
( p  ai) _ ( f  b) preserves the truth of i :
(A, ai , b)<i (xi , y i)  (B, pai , f b)<i(x i , yi).
However, this means that f is an isomorphism
(A, A1 (a1 , } ), ..., 
A
l (al , } ))
$(B, B1 ( pa1 , } ), ..., Bl ( pal , } )).
Since q is invariant under isomorphisms, we conclude that
(A, a)<.(x)  (B, pa)<.(x);
i.e., p preserves the truth of .. This completes the induc-
tion, and we have thus established the first inclusion
Ik(A, B)Jk(A, B).
Next we prove by induction on m that Kk(A, B)
I km(A, B) for all m # |. Since I
k(A, B)=m # | I km(A, B),
this will complete the proof of the lemma. The case m=0
is clear, since all p # Kk(A, B) are partial isomor-
phisms. Assume then that m>0 and the claim holds for
m&1. Suppose that contrary to the claim there exists
p # Kk(A, B)"I km(A, B). Let a be a tuple enumerating the
elements of dom( p) (i.e., each element of dom( p) occurs in
a exactly once), and let x be a tuple of variables of the same
length (k). Thus, for every bijection f: A  B there exist a
subtuple af of a and a tuple bf # An such that |af _ bf |k
and ( p  af) _ ( f  bf)  I km&1(A, B), and so, by induction
hypothesis, ( p  af) _ ( f  bf)  Kk(A, B). Hence, for each
bijection f : A  B we can choose an FOk(Qn)-formula
f (xf , yf) such that
(A, af , bf)<f (xf , yf) and (B, paf , fbf)<3 f (xf , yf).
Here xf is the subtuple of x corresponding to the subtuple af
of a. It follows that the structures
Ap=(A, Af 1(af1 , } ), ..., 
A
f s(af s , } ))
and Bp=(B, Bf 1( paf1 , } ), ..., 
B
f s( paf s , } ))
are non-isomorphic, where f1 , ..., fs is a list of all bijections
A  B. We let now q be the query consisting of all structures
isomorphic with Ap . Since |yf i |=|bf i |n for 1is, Qq is
an n-ary quantifier. Thus,
.(x)=Qqyf 1 , ..., yf s (f 1(xf1 , yf 1), ..., fs(xf s , yf s))
is an FOk(Qn)[{]-formula such that (A, a)<.(a) but
(B, pa)<3 .(a). This is in contradiction with our assump-
tion that p # Kk(A, B). K
As an immediate corollary we get a back-and-forth
characterization for equivalence with respect to Lk|(Qn)
and FOk(Qn).
5.8. Theorem. Let a # Al, lk, and let p be a function
such that dom( p)=a and rng( p)B. The following condi-
tions are equivalent:
(1) p # Ik(A, B),
(2) (A, a)#(B, pa)(Lk|(Qn)),
(3) (A, a)#(B, pa)(FOk(Qn)).
Proof. Obviously (A, a) #(B, pa)(Lk|(Qn)) if and
only if p # Jk(A, B), and similarly, (A, a) #(B, pa)
(FOk(Qn)) if and only if p # Kk(A, B). Hence, the claim
follows from Lemma 5.7. K
Note that, as a special case (l=0) of the characterization
above, we get the equivalence
A#B(Lk|(Qn))  < # I
k(A, B).
The promised pebble game characterization for
Lk|(Qn) can now be derived from Theorem 5.8 as follows.
Let a # Al and b # Bl, lk, be tuples of distinct elements.
Imagine two players, I and II, arguing about the possible
Lk|(Qn)-equivalence of (A, a) and (B, b): player II
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claims that (A, a)#(B, b)(Lk|(Qn)) and player I tries
to refute this. Thus, player II has to show that the function
p=[(a1 , b1), ..., (al , bl)] is in Ik(A, B), so he starts by
giving a bijection f1 : A  B and claiming that it satisfies the
bijective extension condition (BE) for p. Player I challenges
this move of II by choosing sets C1 dom( p) and D1 A
such that |D1 |n and |C1 _ D1 |k. If the function
p1=( p  C1) _ ( f1  D1) is not a partial isomorphism
A  B, then player II was wrong in his claim about f1 ,
and hence player I wins the game. If this is not the case,
player II gives a new bijection f2 : A  B as evidence that
p1 # Ik(A, B), and player I answers by choosing sets
C2 dom( p1) and D2A such that |D2 |n and
|C2 _ D2 |k. Player I wins the game at this point if the
new function p2=( p1  C2) _ ( f2  D2) is not a partial
isomorphism. Otherwise player II has to show that
p2 # Ik(A, B), and the game goes on.
Thus, after each round i # | of the game the moves of the
players determine a function pi with dom( pi)A and
rng( pi)B. Player I wins the game if after some round this
function is not a partial isomorphism, while player II wins
if I does not win in any finite number of rounds.
We call this game the n-bijective k-pebble game2 for
(A, a) and (B, b) , and denote it by BPkn(A, a, B, b).
(In the case l=0 we write just BPkn(A, B) instead of
BPkn(A, <, B, <).)
It is easy to see that a winning strategy of player II in
BPkn(A, a, B, b) gives rise to a set of partial isomorphisms
containing the function p=[(a1 , b1), ..., (al , bl)] and satis-
fying the bijective extension condition (BE), and vice versa.
Hence, we can now state our pebble game characterization
of Lk|(Qn)-equivalence.
5.9. Corollary. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) player II has a winning strategy in the game
BPkn(A, a, B, b),
(2) (A, a) #(B, b)(Lk|(Qn)),
(3) (A, a) #(B, b)(FOk(Qn)).
Note that BPkn(A, a, B, b) is a determined game in spite of
its infinite length. This follows easily from the finiteness of A
and B, since player I can test all possible strategies during a
single play of the game. (In fact, by the well-known theorem
of Gale and Stewart, the game BPkn(A, a, B, b) is determined
even if A and B were infinite.)
Using Corollary 5.9 we can now prove the following
pebble game characterization for definability in Lk|(Qn).
5.10. Theorem. An l-ary query q on _-structures is
definable in Lk|(Qn) if and only if player I has a winning
strategy in the game BPkn(C, c, D, d) whenever c # q(C) and
d  q(D). Similarly, a Boolean query q on _-structures is
definable in Lk|(Qn) if and only if player I has a winning
strategy in the game BPkn(C, D) whenever q(C){q(D).
Proof. The implication from left to right is an easy con-
sequence of Corollary 5.9. Assume for the reverse implica-
tion that I has a winning strategy in BPkn(C, c, D, d) for all
_-structures C and D and l-tuples c and d such that c # q(C)
and d  q(D). By Corollary 5.9, for each such quadruple
(C, c, D, d) there is a formula .C , c , D , d(x) # FOk(Qn)[_]
such that (C, c)<.C , c , D , d(x), but (D, d)<3 . C , c , D , d(x).
Let S be the set of all proper initial segments of |, and let
U=[(C, c) | c # q(C), C # S] and V=[(D, d) | d  q(D),
D # S]. Note that U and V are countable sets, and their
union U _ V contains up to isomorphism all pairs (C, c)
such that C is a (finite) _-structure and c # Cl. It is
straightforward to verify that the formula

(C, c) # U \ (D, d) # V .C , c , D , d(x)+
defines q. K
A pebble game characterization for equivalence with
respect to Lk| extended by the set C of all counting quan-
tifiers was introduced by Immerman and Lander (1990),
and it was used in the proof of the main result of Cai et al.
(1992). Although the game of Immerman and Lander
(1990) looks different at first sight, it is equivalent with the
1-bijective k-pebble game BPk1(A, B). In fact, as one easily
verifies, all unary quantifiers are definable in L1|(C).
Hence, we have
5.11. Proposition (Kolaitis and Va a na nen, 1995). For
every natural number k, Lk|(C)#F L
k
|(Q1).
Kolaitis and Va a na nen (1995) define so-called (k, Q)-
pebble games which characterize Lk|(Q)-equivalence for
arbitrary sets Q of quantifiers. Thus, in principle we could
use these games in the proofs of our results. However, the
(k, Qn)-pebble game is much more complicated than
BPkn(A, B), since it contains a different rule for making
moves for each different quantifier Qq # Qn .
6. BUILDING BLOCKS
In the next section we are going to construct for each
natural number m a pair of non-isomorphic finite structures
which cannot be separated by sentences of FO(Qn) of quan-
tifier rank m. Furthermore, in Section 8 we will construct
for each natural number k a pair of finite structures that
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cannot be separated even in the logic Lk|(Qn). A common
feature in these constructions is that the structures are
formed from copies of a small ‘‘building block’’ consisting
of an (n+1)-ary relation on a set of 2n+2 elements. In both
constructions the building blocks are joined together via a
suitably chosen binary relation. The present section is
devoted to the definition and basic properties of our build-
ing blocks.
Let C=[c1 , ..., cn+1 , d1 , ..., dn+1], where all the 2n+2
elements c1 , ..., cn+1 , d1 , ..., dn+1 are distinct, and let O be
the (strict) partial order of C defined by
v xOy  x # [ci , di] and y # [cj , dj] for some 1i<
jn+1.
Thus, O can be viewed as a linear order between the c, d-
pairs [ci , di], 1in+1. Let P be the subset of C
consisting of the elements c1 , ..., cn+1.
6.1. Definition. We define two (n+1)-ary relations
R+ and R& on C as follows:
v (a1, ..., an+1) # R+  a1 O } } } Oan+1 and |[i | ai  P]|
is even,
v (a1, ..., an+1) # R&  a1 O } } } Oan+1 and |[i | ai  P]|
is odd.
We denote the models (C, R+) and (C, R&) by C+ and
C&, respectively.
Note that (c1 , ..., cn+1) # R+"R& irrespective of n, but
(d1 , ..., dn+1) # R+"R& if n is odd and (d1 , ..., dn+1) #
R& "R+ if n is even.
The automorphisms of C+ and C& and the
isomorphisms between C+ and C& will have a crucial role
in our considerations. Clearly any of them must be a bijec-
tion f : C  C preserving the partial order O : aOb 
f (a)O f (b). Hence, the following lemma describes the
automorphisms and isomorphisms completely.
6.2. Lemma. Let f : C  C be a bijection preserving the
partial order O . Then f is an automorphism of C+ and C&
if and only if the number
exc( f )=|[i # [1, ..., n+1] | f (ci)=di]|
of c, d-exchanges of f is even. Similarly, f is an isomorphism
C+  C& if and only if exc( f ) is odd.
Proof. If exc( f ) is even, then for all a=(a1 , ..., an+1)
# Cn+1, the numbers |[i | ai  P]| and |[i | f (ai)  P]| are
of the same parity, whence a # R+  fa # R+ and
a # R&  fa # R&. On the other hand, if exc( f ) is odd, then
|[i | ai  P] | and |[i | f (ai)  P]| are of different parity, and
so a # R+  fa # R&. K
6.3. Lemma. If f : C  C is a bijection preserving the
partial order O , and a1 , ..., an # C, then there is an
automorphism g of C+ and C& and an isomorphism
g$: C+  C& such that g(ai )=g$(ai )=f (ai ) for all 1in.
Proof. Let 1in+1 be such that ci , di  [a1 , ..., an],
and let h: C  C be the bijection obtained from f by
exchanging ci and di :
f (a), if a  [ci , di]
h(a)={ci , if f (a)=didi , if f (a)=ci .
Then one of the numbers exc( f ) and exc(h) is even and the
other is odd, and so the claim follows from Lemma 6.2. K
Note that player II can choose any bijection f : C  C
that preserves O as his first move f1 in n-bijective Ehren-
feuchtFra@ sse games for the structures C+ and C&, and
then win the game by choosing fi to be the isomorphism g$
of Lemma 6.3 (determined by the first move D1=[a1 , ..., an]
of player I) for the rest of his moves. Thus, player II
has plenty of different winning strategies in the games
BEF mn (A, B) and BP
k
n(A, B) if the structures A and B consist
of an equal number of disjoint copies of C+ and C&. In the
following two sections we will show that it is possible to
make such A and B non-isomorphic by adding suitable
binary relations, and still preserve at least one of these
winning strategies of player II.
7. A HIERARCHY THEOREM FOR FIXPOINT LOGIC
In this section, we prove that the expressive power of
fixpoint logic cannot be captured by adding a finite number
of generalized quantifiers to first-order logic. In fact, we will
show that there is a whole hierarchy of LFP queries which
is not definable in FO(Q) for any set Q of quantifiers of
bounded arity.
7.1. Theorem. For each natural number n, there exists a
vocabulary { and a (unary) LFP-definable query on {-struc-
tures which is not expressible in the logic FO(Qn). Hence,
LFPF FO(Qn) does not hold for any n.
Theorem 7.1 extends the earlier result of Hella and Sandu
(1995) that connectivity of finite graphs cannot be expressed
in FO(Q1). As an immediate consequence for the theorem
we have
7.2. Corollary. There does not exist a finite set Q of
generalized quantifiers such that LFP#F FO(Q).
Let n be a positive integer, and let { be the vocabulary
consisting of relation symbols R, S, and T with arities
(n+1), 2, and 1, respectively. In order to prove Theorem 7.1
we will first give a unary query q on {-structures and
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show that it is definable in LFP. Then we define for each
natural number m two {-structures Am and Bm such that
(Am , a)#mn (Bm , b) , a # q(Am), but b  q(Bm) for certain
(definable) elements a # Am and b # Bm . The query q is
related to a two-person game which we now describe.
Let A=(A, RA, S A, T A) be a {-model and a # A. The
game G(A, a) is played between two players I and II. In each
round i of the game player I picks an element ai # A
and player II responds by choosing an (n+1)-tuple
(bi1 , ..., b
i
n+1) # A
n+1. As the players make their moves they
must obey the following rules:
v a1=a and ai+1 # [bi1 , ..., b
i
n+1],
v (bi1 , ..., b
i
n+1) # R




The game ends if ai # T A for some i, or if player II cannot
make a legal move in some round (note that player I can
always move according the rules). In the first case player II
wins the game. Player I wins in the second case, and also in
the case that the game does not end in a finite number of
rounds.
The query q is now defined in terms of the game G:
7.3. Definition. For each {-structure A, q(A) is the set
of those elements a # A for which player II has a winning
strategy in the game G(A, a).
Clearly q(A) is the smallest subset of A satisfying:
v T Aq(A),
v if a1 , ..., an+1 # q(A), (a1 , ..., an+1) # RA, and
(a, ai) # S A for all 1in+1, then a # q(A).
This inductive definition of q(A) is easily captured by a
formula of least fixpoint logic:
7.4. Lemma. The query q is definable in LFP.
Proof. Let .(X, x) be the formula
T(x) 6 _x1 } } } _xn+1((X(x1) 7 } } } 7 X(xn+1))
7 R(x1 , ..., xn+1) 7 (S(x, x1) 7 } } } 7 S(x, xn+1))).
Then (LFPX, x.)[x] is a formula of LFP defining the
query q. K
In fact, the query q is simple enough to be computable by
DATALOG program.3 DATALOG is the database query
language whose programs consist of Horn clauses without
function symbols. It is well known that DATALOG is
properly contained in LFP. We refer to Kolaitis (1991) for
a definition and more information on DATALOG.
7.5. Lemma. There is a DATALOG program which
computes the query q.
Proof. The required program consists of the two lines
X(x)  T(x)
X(x)  X(x1), ..., X(xn+1), R(x1 , ..., xn+1),
S(x, x1), ..., S(x, xn+1)
where X is the goal predicate. K
Our next task is to define for each natural number m the
promised {-structures Am and Bm .
7.6. Definition. Let m be a natural number. The
{-structures Am=(Am , RA m, S A m, T A m) and Bm=
(Bm , RB m, S B m, T B m) , together with auxiliary unary
relations PA mAm and PB mBm , are defined as follows:
v Am=Bm=C m=[(a1 , ...,ai) | im, a1 , ..., ai # C] _
[<],
v PA m=[(a1 , ..., ai) # C m | ai # P] _ [<] and PB m=
PA m "[<],
v S A m=S B m=[(s, s(a)) | s # C m&1, a # C],
v for D=Am , Bm , RD is the set of all tuples
(s(a1), ..., s(an+1)) # (C m)n+1 such that either s # PD
and (a1 , ..., an+1) # R+, or s  P D and (a1 , ..., an+1) # R&,
v for D=Am , Bm , T D=P D & C m.
Thus, Am and Bm consist of copies of the structures C
+
and C& ordered in a tree-like fashion by the relation S (see
Fig. 1). In both models the empty sequence, <, is the unique
element without S-predecessors. For m=0, it is also the
only element, and the difference between A0 and B0 is that
< # T A0, but <  T B 0. For m>0, the models Am and Bm
are identical except that in Am the ‘‘root structure’’
(C1, RA m & (C1)n+1) is a copy of C+ while in Bm it is a
copy of C&.
The auxiliary relation P was used in the definition of Am
and Bm , but it has also another role in our considerations:
7.7. Lemma. For all natural numbers m, q(Am)=PA m
and q(Bm)=PB m. In particular, < # q(Am), but <  q(Bm).
Proof. Let D be either Am or Bm . By Definition 7.6, we
have T D P D. Furthermore, if (s(a1), ..., s(an+1)) # RD
and (s(ai)) # PD for each 1in+1, then necessarily
(a1 , ..., an+1)=(c1 , ..., cn+1). Hence (a1 , ..., an+1) # R+"R&,
and so s # P D by the definition of RD. Thus, PD satisfies
the conditions of the inductive definition of q(D), and so
q(D)PD.
On the other hand, if s # PD "T D is a move of player I in
the game G(D, a), then player II responds to it by choosing
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FIG. 1. A fragment of the structure Am for n=1.
the tuple (s(c1), ..., s(cn+1)), which is in RD , since
(c1 , ..., cn+1) # R+. The next move of player I is then
necessarily in PD. Thus, player II can guarantee that the rest
of the moves of player I are in PD . Since the length of
the tuples from C m chosen by player I increases every
round, it is clear that he finally has to choose a tuple
s # Cm & PD =T D, and player II wins. Hence, also
PD q(D). K
The final step in the proof of Theorem 7.1 is to show that
the structures (Am , <) and (Bm , <) are equivalent with
respect to all n-ary quantifiers up to quantifier rank m (note
that here and below < refers to the unique S-minimal
element of Am and Bm rather than the empty sequence of
elements).
7.8. Lemma. For all natural numbers m>0, (Am , <)#mn
(Bm , <).
Proof. We will prove by induction on m that player II
has a winning strategy in the bijective EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse
game BEF mn (Am , <, Bm , <). In doing this, we need the
following observation: Assume that m>0. For each a # C,
let Ca be the set [(a)s | s # C m&1], and let Aa and Ba be
the relativizations of Am and Bm , respectively, to the set Ca ;
i.e.,
Aa=(Ca , RA m & (Ca)n+1, S A m & (Ca)2, T A m & Ca)
and similarly
Ba=(Ca , RB m & (Ca)n+1, S B m & (Ca)2, T B m & Ca).
Then from Definition 7.6, we see that Aa=Ba $Am&1 if
a # P, and Aa=Ba $Bm&1 if a  P.
Consider first the game BEF 1n(A1 , <, B1 , <). Player II
wins this game just by giving the identity function f1=idC 1
as his only move: it is obvious that, for any set D1 C 1
with |D1 |n, the relation p=[(<, <)] _ ( f1  D1) is an
injective function preserving the relations S and T.
Moreover, if a # ([<] _ D1)n+1, then a  RA 1 and pa  RB 1.
(Note that (A0 , <) 0n (B0 , <) , since, as we already
remarked, < # T A 0 "T B 0.)
Assume then that m>1 and player II has a winning
strategy in the game BEF m&1n (Am&1 , <, Bm&1, <). We
describe now a winning strategy for player II in the game
BEF mn (Am , <, Bm , <). The first move of player II is again
the identity function f1=idC m . Let D1=[s1 , ..., sn] be the
answer of player I to this move. There are at most n different
elements a # C such that (a)s # D1 for some s # C m&1; let
these elements be a1 , ..., ak (kn). By Lemma 6.3, there is
an isomorphism g: C+  C& such that g(ai)=f1(ai) for
1ik. Thus, [(<, <)] _ g is a partial isomorphism
Am  Bm , and for the rest of his moves fj , 1<jm, player
II can fix fj (<)=< and fj (a)=g(a) for all a # C. Further-
more, as we noted above, Aa i=Ba i=Bg(ai) for 1ik,
whence player II can safely use the identity function in defin-
ing fj  Cai for 1<jm. Finally, no elements of the models
Aa and Bg(a) are fixed yet for a # C"[a1 , ..., ak] and all these
structures are isomorphic with either Am&1 or Bm&1.
Hence, using his winning strategy for BEF m&1n (Am&1, <,
Bm&1 , <), player II can also find the restrictions fj  Ca for
1j<m and a # C"[a1 , ..., ak] in such a way that he wins
the game BEF mn (Am , <, Bm , <). K
We have thus completed the proof of Theorem 7.1, since
by Corollary 5.4 the LFP-definable query q is not definable
in FO(Qn). Since, by Lemma 7.5, q is a DATALOG query,
we have actually proved that even DATALOG is too strong
to be captured by quantifiers of bounded arity.
7.9. Theorem. For each natural number n, there exists a
DATALOG query which is not definable in the logic
FO(Qn). In particular, the expressive power of DATALOG
is not subsumed by FO(Q) for any finite set Q of quantifiers.
The present formulation of our proof of Theorem 7.1 was
inspired by Kolaitis (1991), who used so-called game trees
for proving that the query language consisting of stratified
DATALOG programs has strictly weaker expressive power
than fixpoint logic.
8. A HIERARCHY THEOREM FOR PTIME
Cai et al. (1992) proved that there are polynomial time
computable queries which are not definable in the finite
variable logic with all counting quantifiers, L||(C). We
generalize here this result by showing that PTIME is not
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subsumed by the logic L||(Qn) for any natural number n.
The proof of Cai et al. is based on an elegant construction
of pairs (Gk , Hk) of graphs which are L
k
|(C)-equivalent,
but still separated by a PTIME computable query. We use
an essentially similar construction of structures in our
proof; the main difference is that we use the structures C+
and C& as building blocks instead of a gadget graph,
denoted by X3 in Cai et al. (1992).
One remarkable feature of the graphs Gk and Hk con-
structed by Cai et al. (1992) is that they are of color class size
4, i.e., the vertices of these graphs can be colored in such a
way that for each color there are at most four vertices hav-
ing that color, and the graphs equipped with these colors
are still Lk|(C)-equivalent. Another way of putting this is
that there are partial orders < 1 and < 2 of width
4 4 such
that (Gk , <1)#(Hk , <2)(Lk|(C)). The structures we
will construct below are of color class size 2; in fact, they
contain a partial order of width 2 as one of their basic rela-
tions. This decrease in the color class size is possible only
because our structures contain a relation of arity greater
than 2. Indeed, a result of Immerman and Lander (1990)
implies that every query on graphs of color class size 3 is
definable in L||(C), whence color class size 4 is best
possible in the case of graphs.
Assume that n2 and G=(G, E G) is a finite connected
(undirected) graph of degree n+1, i.e., every vertex of G is
adjacent to exactly n+1 other vertices. Thus, we can fix for
each u # G a function hu : [v | (u, v) # E G ]  [1, ..., n+1]
which enumerates the vertices adjacent to u, i.e., hu(v){hu(w)
whenever (u, v), (u, w) # E G and v{w. (Note that we may
have hu(v){hv(u).)
8.1. Definition. Let C, R+ and R& be as defined in
Section 6. We define for each subset SG a structure
D(G, S )=(DG , RD(G , S), E D(G , S)), where R is (n+1)-ary
and E is binary:
v DG=G_C,
v RD(G , S) is the set of all tuples ((u, a1), ..., (u, an+1)) in
(DG)n+1 such that either u  S and (a1 , ..., an+1) # R+, or
u # S and (a1 , ..., an+1) # R&,
v E D(G , S) is the set of all pairs ((u, ci ), (v, cj )) and
((u, di), (v, dj )) in (DG)2 such that (u, v) # E G, i=hu(v), and
j=hv(u).
Thus, D(G, S) is obtained from the graph G by replacing
each vertex u with a copy of either C& or C+, depending on
whether u is in S or not, and each edge with a double edge
connecting the c-components and d-components of a pair of
c, d-pairs in the corresponding copies of C. (See Fig. 2.)
FIG. 2. A fragment of the structure D(G, S) for n=2.
Let S, TG be such that their symmetric difference con-
sists of two points: (T"S) _ (S"T )=[u, v], u{v. Since G
is connected, there is a path v0 , ..., vm from u to v, i.e., v0=u,
vm=v, and (vi , vi+1) # E G for all i<m. Let f : DG  DG be
the bijection which exchanges the c-components and
d-components of the c, d-pairs corresponding to the edges
(vi , vi+1) of the path, and is identity elsewhere:
(w, dj ), if w=vi , a=cj , and
j=hvi (vi+1) or j=hv i (vi&1)
f ((w, a))={ (w, cj ), if w=vi , a=dj , andj=hvi (vi+1) or j=hv i (vi&1)
(w, a), otherwise.
For each w # G we denote by fw the bijection C  C such
that fw(a)=b if and only if f ((w, a))=(w, b). By Lemma
6.2, we see now that fv i is an automorphism of C
+ and C&
for 0<i<m, while fu and fv are isomorphisms between
C+ and C&. Thus, f preserves the relation R, i.e.,
a # RD(G , S)  fa # RD( G , T) for every a # (DG)n+1. Since f
clearly preserves also the edge relation E, we conclude that
f is an isomorphism D(G, S)  D(G, T ).
8.2. Lemma. Let S, TG. The structures D(G, S ) and
D(G, T ) are isomorphic if and only if S and T are of the same
parity.
Proof. By the argument above we can reduce the
number of elements of S by two at one step preserving the
15LOGICAL HIERARCHIES IN PTIME
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isomorphism type of D(G, S) until we reach either D(G, <)
or D(G, [u]) for some u # S. Furthermore, by the same
argument the models D(G, [u]) are isomorphic for all
u # G. Hence, the second condition implies the first one.
To prove the reverse implication it is now enough to show
that D(G, <) and D(G, [u]) are not isomorphic. Assume
that f : D(G, [u])  D(G, <) is an isomorphism with
respect to the relation R. Then there are bijections g: G  G
and fv : C  C, v # G, such that f ((v, a))=(g(v), fv(a)) for all
(v, a) # DG . Clearly fu is then an isomorphism C&  C+,
while for all other v # G, fv is an automorphism of C+.
From Lemma 6.2, it follows that the total number of c, d-
exchanges of f, exc( f )=7v # G exc( fv), is odd. However, this
clearly means that f cannot preserve the edge relation E. K
Fix then some linear order <G of the set G. We will
include a partial order extending <G to the structures we
are going to use in the proof of our non-definability result.
8.3. Definition. Let u be the least element of G with
respect to <G. We define now
v A(G)=(A(G), RA(G ), E A (G ), <A(G )) , and
v B(G)=(B(G), R B(G ), E B(G ), <B(G )) ,
where (A(G), RA( G ), E A( G ))=D(G, <), (B(G), R B( G ),
E B(G )) =D(G, [u]), and <A(G )=<B(G ) is the relation
v (v, a)<A( G ) (w, b)  v<G w or (v=w and aOb)
on the set A(G)=B(G)=G_C.
Thus, <A(G ) is a partial order of width 2, and it can be
thought of as a linear order of the set of all c, d-pairs [(v, ci),
(v, di)], v # G, 1in+1.
By Lemma 8.2, the structures A(G) and B(G) are non-
isomorphic, and their difference can be detected just by
counting parities.
8.4. Lemma. There is a PTIME computable Boolean
query q such that q(A(G)){q(B(G)) for any finite connected
graph G of degree n+1.
Proof. Let q(M)=1 if and only if M$A(H) for some
finite connected graph H of degree n+1 and some choice of
a linear order <H (and the functions hu , u # H). Then, by
definition, q(A(G))=1 and q(B(G))=0, whence it suffices
to show that q is computable in PTIME.
Note first that given a finite structure M, it is easy to
check in polynomial time with respect to |M| whether M is
isomorphic to A(H) or B(H) for some connected graph H of
degree n+1. If the answer is negative, we put q(M)=0.
Otherwise we may assume without loss of generality that
M=A(H) or M=B(H). Let U be an arbitrary subset of
M=H_C such that U contains exactly one element of each
c, d-pair (v, ci), (v, di) # M, and U is preserved by the edge
relation E: (a, b) # E M implies (a # U  b # U). Clearly we
can produce such a set U in polynomial time. For each
v # H, the set U induces a unique tuple av=(a1 , ..., an+1) #
Cn+1 such that a1 O } } } Oan+1 and (v, a1), ..., (v, an+1) # U.
Let S be the set of those v # H for which av  RM. Now it is
clear that (M, RM, E M) is isomorphic with D(H, S),
whence q(M)=1 if and only if |S| is even. This completes
the proof, since S is computable from U in polynomial
time. K
Remark. As a matter of fact, the query q of the preced-
ing lemma is already in LOGSPACE. Note however, that
the argument above does not prove this, since the auxiliary
relation U is not necessarily computable in logarithmic
space, due to the requirement that U has to be preserved by
the relation E. However, dropping this requirement and
letting q(M)=1 if and only if the sum of |S| and
12 } |[(a, b) # E M | a # U, b  U]| is even, resolves this
problem.
Our next aim is to show that if the graph G satisfies a
suitable ‘‘largeness condition’’ with respect to k>n, then
A(G) and B(G) are Lk|(Qn)-equivalent. Thus, we con-
sider the n-bijective k-pebble game BPkn(A(G), B(G)). Let u
be the least element of G with respect to the order <G.
Assume that fi : A(G)  B(G) is a bijection played by II in
this game. Then fi must be an isomorphism with respect
to the edge relation E and the partial order <, or else
player I wins the game by choosing Di=[a, b] such that
fi  [a, b] does not preserve E or < (recall that n2).
Especially, fi must satisfy the condition
[ fi ((v, ci)), fi ((v, di))]=[(v, ci), (v, di)]
for all v # G and 1in+1, and thus, fi induces for each
v # G a bijection fi, v : C  C such that fi ((v, a))=(v, fi, v(a))
for all a # C. Moreover, if (u, cj) # dom( pi&1) (or (u, dj) #
dom( pi&1)) for some 1 jn+1, then the bijection fi, u
must be an isomorphism C+  C&, since otherwise player
I wins the game by choosing Di=[(u, cl) | 1ln+1,
l{j]. In the same way we see that if (v, a) # dom( pi&1),
v{u, then fi, v must be an automorphism of C+. On the
other hand, if fi satisfies all these conditions, then it is clear
that player I cannot win the game by his next move Di . We
say that fi is a good bijection if this is the case.
A natural strategy for player II is thus to start with
f0=idG_C , and then continue choosing good bijections
fi : A(G)  B(G) in such a way that there is exactly one
v # G for which fi, v is not an automorphism of C+ (or not an
isomorphism C+  C& if v=u). In the next round he can
then move this bad part of fi from v to some other vertex v$
along a path v=v0 , ..., vm=v$ of G by exchanging the c- and
d-components of the elements corresponding to the edges
(vl , vl+1) # E G on this path:
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dj , if w=vl , fi, w(a)=cj ,
and j=hv l (vl+1)or j=hv l (vl&1)
fi+1, w(a)={ cj , if w=vl , fi, w(a)=dj ,and j=hv l (vl+1) or j=hv l (vl&1)fi, w(a), otherwise.
It is easy to see that this new bijection fi+1 is good if fi is,
provided that dom( pi) does not contain any of the
exchanged elements or elements of the form (v$, a).
This leads us to consider the following copsHrobber game
CRkn(G) using the graph G as a board. Player I has k peb-
bles (cops) which he moves on the edges of G, while player
II has only one pebble (robber) which is always on some
vertex of G. Initially, the robber is on the vertex u, and the
cops are not on the board. In each round of the game, player
II starts by moving the robber along some path of G;
naturally the robber is not allowed to go through any edge
containing a cop. Player I answers then by picking (at most)
n of the cops and putting them on some edges of G. Player
I wins the game if after some round he has blocked all the
escape routes of the robber with his cops, i.e., all the edges
adjacent to the robber’s vertex contain a cop. (If the robber
is not surrounded by the cops, player II is allowed to keep
it on the same vertex.) Player II wins the game if the cops
do not capture the robber in a finite number of rounds.
The connection between the two games CRkn(G) and
BPkn(A(G), B(G)) should now be more or less clear:
the k cops are used for marking the edges of G which
correspond to the elements in dom( pi) after round i in
BPkn(A(G), B(G)), and the robber marks the vertex v # G
for which fi, v is the bad bijection. If the robber can
escape the cops forever, then player II can keep choosing
good bijections forever, and hence he wins the game
BPkn(A(G), B(G)).
8.5. Lemma. If player II has a winning strategy in the
game CRkn(G), then he has a winning strategy in
BPkn(A(G), B(G)), too.
As a matter of fact, it is not difficult to see that the con-
verse of Lemma 8.5 is also true. Hence the cops6robber
game CRkn actually characterizes those graphs G for which
the corresponding structures A(G) and B(G) are Lk|(Qn)-
equivalent.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section:
8.6. Theorem. For each natural number n there is a
PTIME computable Boolean query which is not definable in
the logic L||(Qn).
Proof. We will show that for each natural number k>n
there is a finite connected graph of degree n+1 such that
player II has a winning strategy in CRkn(G). The claim
follows then from Lemmas 8.5 and 8.4 and Theorem 5.10.
Let H be a finite connected graph with m2k+2
elements such that the degree of each vertex is n. Assume
further that H remains connected when less than n of its
edges are removed. Let Hi=(Hi , E H i) be mutually dis-
joint isomorphic copies of H for im, and let Hi=
[vij | jm, j{i] for each im. The graph G=(G, E G)
consists of these copies of H together with some additional
edges connecting them:
v G=im Hi=[vij | i, jm, i{j],
v E G=im E H i _ [(vij , vji) | i, jm, i{j ].
Thus, for each pair i<jm there is exactly one edge con-
necting Hi and Hj , and similarly for each vertex a # Hi
there is exactly one jm and b # Hj such that j{i and
(a, b) # E G. In particular, G is a connected graph of degree
n+1 with m(m+1) elements.
Consider then the game CRkn(G). We say that a vertex vij
is safe in a position of the game if no cop is on an edge adja-
cent to a vertex in Hi or Hj . Since player I has only k cops
and m2k+2, there is a safe vertex in every possible situa-
tion of the game. Assume that player II has just put the
robber on a safe vertex vij . Player I moves then at most n of
the cops to new positions on the edges of G, and there are
two possibilities. Either there are less than n cops on the
edges of Hi , or there are still no cops on edges adjacent to
the vertices of Hj . In the first case, by our assumption on H,
there is a path not containing cops from vij to any vertex in
Hi , while in the second case there is such a path from vij to
any vertex in Hj . In both cases it is clear that in the next
round player II can move the robber to another safe vertex.
Thus, we conclude that player II wins the game if he always
puts the robber on a safe vertex. K
8.7. Corollary. There does not exist a finite set Q of
generalized quantifiers such that PTIME#F IFP(Q).
Note that we have actually proved an optimal result in
terms of width of partial order. If for each natural number
r, Or denotes the class of all finite structures containing a
partial order of width at most r, then the corollary above
holds even if the class F of all finite structures is replaced
with O2 , while PTIME#O 1 IFP is just a restatement of the
ImmermanVardi theorem.
Theorem 8.6 also implies a strong hierarchy result for
generalized quantifiers on finite structures: for each n, there
are (n+1)-ary quantifiers which are not definable in the
logic L||(Qn). Indeed, the quantifier Qq , where q is the
query of Lemma 8.4, is an example. However, this example
is not particularly natural, although it is computationally
feasible. Thus, it is of interest to prove the hierarchy result
using more concrete (and familiar) quantifiers. Let h: |  |
be the function h(m)=wm2x, and let Qnh denote the n th
Ramsey quantifier corresponding to this function (see
Example 3.3(d)).
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8.8. Corollary. For each n2 the Ramsey quantifier
Qn+1h is not definable in the logic L
|
|(Qn).
Proof. It is clearly enough to give a sentence . of
FO(Qn+1h ) such that A(G)<. and B(G)<3 . for any finite
connected graph G of degree n+1.
Let %(x, y) be a formula stating that some (n+1)-tuple z
containing x and y is in the relation R, and let ’(x, y) be the
formula c(x<y) 7 c( y<x). Thus, intuitively %(x, y) says
(for structures of the form A(G) or B(G)) that x and y are
in the same copy of the set C, and ’(x, y) says that x and y
are in the same c, d-pair. We define now . to be the sentence
Qn+1h x1 , ..., xn+1 (x1 , ..., xn+1), where (x1 , ..., xn+1) is
the conjunction of the formulas
v c’(x1 , x2),
v \ 
1i< j n+1
%(xi , xj ) 7 
1i< j n+1
(xi<xj )+
 R(x1 , ..., xn+1), and
v \z(E(x1 , z) 7’(z, x2)  z=x2)).
Consider then the structures A(G) and B(G) for some
finite connected graph G of degree n+1. Let U be the subset
G_P of A(G)=G_C. Clearly U contains exactly half of
the elements of A(G) and (a1 , ..., an+1) # A (G ) for any dis-
tinct elements a1 , ..., an+1 # U, whence A(G)<.. On the
other hand, if VB(G) is homogeneous for the relation
B(G ), then, by the first conjunct of , |V|<h( |B(G)| )
unless V contains exactly one element of each c, d-pair. If
this would be the case, then the second conjunct of  would
imply that V contains an odd number of elements of the
type (v, di). However, this is impossible, since, by the third
conjunct of , there are no E-edges between elements of V
and B(G)"V. Hence, we conclude that B(G)<3 .. K
9. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper we have proved a two-step hierarchy
theorem for the class of polynomial time computable
queries in terms of arity of generalized quantifiers: PTIME
cannot be captured by adding any generalized quantifiers of
bounded arity to fixpoint logic, and, on the other hand,
fixpoint logic is already too strong to be captured by adding
quantifiers of bounded arity to first-order logic. In parti-
cular, it is impossible to find a finite set Q of quantifiers such
that PTIME#F IFP(Q), or such that LFP#F FO(Q).
Both of these results are proved by giving, for each
natural number n, a concrete PTIME computable query q
on {-structures and then using bijective Ehrenfeucht
Fra@ sse games to show that q is not definable in terms of
n-ary quantifiers. In both cases the vocabulary { of q
depends on n: there is an (n+1)-ary relation symbol in {.
This non-uniformity of vocabulary in Theorems 7.1 and 8.6
is unavoidable, since, for any vocabulary _ containing at
most n-ary relation symbols, all queries on _-structures
are definable in FO(Qn) (see the discussion in the end of
Section 3).
Nevertheless, it makes sense to ask whether Corollary 8.7
holds for uniform vocabularies, i.e., whether we could
prove that for some (or, for every) fixed vocabulary _ there
does not exist any finite set Q of quantifiers such that
PTIME#F[_] IFP(Q), where F[_] is the class of all finite
_-structures. By the remark above, it is clear that the
method based on bijective EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse games does
not help in solving problems of this type. However, this
question is settled in Dawar and Hella (1995) with a com-
pletely different method.
Another interesting problem is, what happens to our
hierachy results in the presence of linear order. Of course, it
is not possible to prove Theorem 8.6 or even Corollary 8.7
for the class O of ordered finite structures, since already IFP,
without any additional quantifiers, captures PTIME on O.
On the other hand, it is conceivable that Theorem 7.1, or at
least Corollary 7.2, remains true on the class O. Note
however, that any element of an ordered finite structure is
uniquely determined by the number of its predecessors, and
hence A#m+11 B implies A$B, whenever A, B # O are
{-structures such that all relations in { are at most m-ary.
Thus, bijective EhrenfeuchtFra@ sse games cannot be used
to prove any non-definability results on ordered structures
whatsoever, and consequently, we leave the problem
whether PTIME#O FO(Q) for some finite set Q of quan-
tifiers open.
Although we have established that PTIME cannot be
captured by a finite set of generalized quantifiers, our results
do not rule out the possibility of finding some uniformly
defined sequence Q0 , Q1 , ... of quantifiers (with increasing
arities) such that PTIME#F FO([Qn | n # |]). Indeed,
partially ordering first-order quantifier prefixes leads to the
uniformly defined set H of Henkin quantifiers, which cap-
tures NP on the class of all finite structures (see Example
3.3(e)). Hence, if PTIME=NP, then PTIME#F FO(H)
(and vice versa).
Besides partially ordering quantifier prefixes, there are
many other ways of defining uniform sequences of quan-
tifiers. Ramseyfication (Example 3.3(d)) is another way, but
in general it leads to NP-hard quantifiers. Perhaps the most
natural and interesting way of forming a sequence of quan-
tifiers from a given one is resumption, or vectorization. If
Q=Qq is a quantifier of vocabulary {=(R1 , ..., Rm) , with
ar(Ri)=ni , then its r th resumption Qr is defined by the
query qr such that
qr((A, S1 , ..., Sm) )=q((Ar, S1 (r), ..., Sm (r)) ),
where ar(Si)=r } ni and Si (r)=[(a1 , ..., ani ) # (A
r)ni) |
a1
 } } } an i # Si], for each 1im. It is easy to see that
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if Q is a PTIME computable quantifier, then so is Qr for
each r. Hence, it is natural to pose the question
Does there exist a quantifier Q such that
PTIME#F FO([Qr | r # |])?
As a matter of fact, it has recently turned out that this is
just a restatement of Question 2.2: by a result of Dawar
(1995), if there exists any Gurevich logic L at all capturing
PTIME, then there is one of the form FO([Qr | r # |]).
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